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ever have been brought with such conviction had not
Lessing himself made that fatal admission that he
was " no poet ". It is true, Lessing was no " naive '*
poet in the sense established by Schiller ; his imagina-
tion never took the reins into its own hands, freed
itself from the schoolmastering of the reason, as it
must do in all great poetry. It is true also that he
owes many a debt to the dramatic literature of
England, France and Italy, with which he had a
greater familiarity than any other man of his time.
But Lessing was never a plagiarist, not even in those
early dramas written in his Leipzig and Berlin days,
when he was a disciple of Destouches, Marivaux and
Nivelle de la Chaussee; and his dramatic dialogue
in his masterpieces need not fear comparison with the
best of his century.
With his Miss Sara Sampson in 1755 Lessing achieved
what might be called without prejudice the doughtiest
deed that has ever been done for the national theatre
of Germany. For with that play he established on
the German stage the English " tragedy of common
life " ; and to the tragedy of common life Germany
was never subsequently to prove faithless. It is,
I believe, the form of drama in which she has made
her greatest contributions to the literary treasure-
house of the European theatre, and perhaps her most
national form of tragedy. Miss Sara Sampson is
ostensibly an English play; its scene is in England,
and its people are English men and women. These
come largely from the English novel, especially from
Richardson : there is much of Clarissa in the unhappy
Sara. Nor had Lessing forgotten his Congreve,
from whom he borrowed the names of most of his
characters. But the foundation and inspiration of
Miss Sara Sampson are to be sought, as an American
scholar has recently been showing us, in more obscure
English dramatic works, in The Squire of Alsatia^ by
Thomas Shadwell, and the Caelia of Charles Johnson.
Thus the statement of the literary histories that

